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Agreement of Students Exchange Program
Between

Guizhou Normal University, P.R. China and
Federal State Educational Budget Institution of

Higher Education
<I.N. Ulianov Chuvash State Unive4sitp>'

Russian Federation //Utl-13
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This agreement is to implement the exchanges on languages, cultures and academics between

students of Guizhou Normal University, P.R. China and Federal State Educational Budget Institution

of Higher Education <I.N. Ulianov Chuvash State University>, Russian Federation, both parties

agree as follows:
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The purpose ofthis exchange program is to provide opportunities for the students ofeach university

to gain international experience by completingapartof their education in the foreign host university.
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Both parties shall receive no more IhanT exchange students for each academic semester or academic

year. The exact number of exchange students and the duration of their residency on the host

university shall be negotiated annually.
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Each university will negotiate with the other university about its plans for sending or accepting

students before the agreed due date by the two parties. The acceptance ofstudents by each university

is guided by its own iegulations and procedures. The host university will have final determination in

whether it can accept exchange students for the particular period of time.
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The students have the status of "Exchange Students" in the host university and are considered

belonging to their home university. When they have attained good academic performance, such as

."or", uborr" a certain level on tests after attending classes, the host university awards them credits.

Upon request, a host professor as a supervisor will make a report of their academic performance for

the trome university. The home university will decide whether they will award any academic credit

to them, on its own terms.
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Both universities shall waive the application and tuition fees for exchange students and provide

assistance with dormitory on campus for exchange students.
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Both universities shall assist the exchange students in satisfying visa requirements and appropriate

immigration documents. Adequate health insurance is required for exchange students. The final
responsibility for obtaining appropriate documentation shall rest with the individual student. The

financial obligations for visas and health insurance coverage shall be the responsibility of the

individual students.
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Each students participating in the exchange program shall meet expenses which are incidental to the

program including accommodation, travel expenses, living and other expenses. Each student shall

also meet the cost of health insurance at the host university and country.
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Further details of the specific conditions other than hereby described shall be worked out through

mutual consultation.
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This agreement shall be valid from the date signed below for a period of five (5) years and may be

renewed or ended by giving a written notice to the other university at least six months prior to
withdrawal.
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Vice president Zeng Li authorized by Guizhou Normal University and Rector A. Yu. Aleksandrov

authorized by Federal State Educational Budget Institution of Higher Education <1.N. Ulianov

Chuvash State Universitp will sign this agreement on behalf of the universities respectively.
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Guizhou Normal Universitv. China

Guizhou Normal University
Add: Huaxi University Town, Gui'an New
District, Guiyang, Guizhou, China
Tel: +86-851 -83227139
Tax: +86-851-83227138
Email: 6955507 36@qq.com

Federal State Educational Budget Institution of
Higher Education <1.N. Ulianov Chuvash State

University>, Russia

[frryffireFfttrfJ(+
A. Yu. Aleksandrov &K

Russian Federation, Chuvash Republic,
Cheboksary, Moskovsky prospect, I 5

Tel.: +7 (8352) 58-30-36
Fax:+7 (8352) 45-02-79
E-mail : offi ce@chuvsu.ru,
interdeptoo @rambler. ru

A. Yu. Aleksandrov
Rector
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